LION

The Wisconsin Land Information Officers Network

Agenda
Call in information
US Toll Number: (701) 801-1220
Meeting ID: 921-145-262
Attendees:
Zachery Newton
Joe Martell
Rob Sommers
Doug Avoles
Jim Landwehr
Fred Iausly
Brett Budrow
1. Call Meeting to Order
Meeting was called to order at 10:04 am on May 19, 2020.
2. Approve Agenda
Motion to approve by Doug Avoles, second by Rob Sommers. Motion carried.
3. Spring Regional LION Meeting Status
Zachery reminded board that WLIA spring regional will be virtual. Mentioned that a conference
call with potentially as many as 72 callers could become difficult to manage/orchestrate.
Brett Budrow offered that maybe we could schedule a virtual LION meeting at another date,
outside of WLIA’s meeting.
Zachery said he could maybe reach out to Ann about feasible ways of conducting a LION
meeting outside using other conferencing tools/platforms. He also said that he had received no
agenda items from anyone yet, so perhaps the meeting should be canceled altogether with a
focus on the WLIA Fall regional.
Jim Landwehr mentioned possibility of soliciting reports from the various agencies that usually
give reports at the LION meetings. These could be compiled into a single report that could be
emailed out to LIOs and then posted on the LION website. Feedback/questions to reports could
be done by emailing the agencies directly. Board members agreed that would be a decent
alternative to a meeting.
Zachery agreed to put together a solicitation to state agencies for providing reports by end of
May, 2020.
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Motion to proceed with canceling 2020 meeting in lieu of a solicitation of agency reports put
forth by Doug Avoles, second by Brett Budrow. Motion carried.
4. Replacement for Ethan Remus on WSRS 2022 Technical group
a. Cody Brommerich (Jackson County LIO)
Zachery Newton mentioned that Cody was recommended to replace the previous WSRS
2022 Technical representative. Mention was made that if he should decline the opportunity
LION board would have to go back to the LIOs for volunteers.
Motion by Doug Avoles to approve Cody Brommerich as the new LION WSRS 2022 Technical
Representative if he agrees to accept the position. Second by Jim Landwehr. Motion carried.
5. Discussion on Statewide Parcel Submission
a. Timeline
Discussion consensus was that the existing timeline for parcel submission was an issue
of concern as was the request for most current data. A year-end date would provide an
easier and more consistent target for counties to meet.
b. Schema Changes
Fred Iausly mentioned schema changes tend to break automated data processing scripts
and models. Landwehr concurred.
Discussion centered around the need for an understanding around what drives a
schema change and could the date of the new template be moved to October 31st of the
year prior to the collection. This would give counties time to retool existing processes.
Zachery Newton concluded that he would formulate two emails for the LION.
1. The first would address the timeliness of schema changes explicitly, as that
issue is of critical importance for the immediate future.
2. The second would solicit feedback from the LIOs on issues of schema
changes and other items that counties feel might make the parcel
preparation easier in the future.
Timeline for comment period will run through end of June, 2020.
LION Board would reconvene in July to discuss the comments and potentially compile a
survey for LION, or simply aggregate and present the common themes to DOA directly.
6. Any other business
Fred Iausly gave an update on the NG-911 gap analysis project. Reiterated that LIOs will
need to be engaged throughout the process with the vendor, esp. regarding data
provision and feedback.
Meeting adjourned at 11:15 am.
Respectfully submitted,
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Jim Landwehr, LIO Secretary
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